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Newsletter 67    September  2021 

 
EVENTS 

 
 
Sunday 17 October, 11am–1pm 
A Walk Around the Grounds of Didlington  
Hall including a Guided Tour of the church  
to view recent restoration work.  
NOW FULLY BOOKED, but we are hoping to 
organise a second visit later in the year. 
 
Thursday 3 February 2022, 6.30 pm 
A talk by Joanna Caruth of Cotswold Archaeology 
on the recent excavations of Anglo-Saxon burials 
at Lakenheath and Eriswell. 
 
Sunday 13 March 2022  
A guided walk around the pingos of Thompson 
Common with expert Tim Holt-Wilson. 
 
Other events planned for 2022 
 
• A visit to Grime’s Graves 
• AGM and Nightjar walk  
 
Please see Society website for details of  
all events and how to book. 

LIVING AND BELIEVING IN THE BRECKS 

Publication of the latest volume of the Journal of Breckland Studies is scheduled for November. 
Volume Four will contain a series of papers on Bury St Edmunds, the southern gateway to the 
Brecks and where the Abbey of St Edmund last year celebrated its 1,000-year anniversary. 

 SPOTTING THE ‘HOLY TRINITY’ OF 
BUTTERFLIES AT FOULDEN 
COMMON 

 HOT NEWS ON THE UNDERFLOOR 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF OXBURGH HALL 

 THE PINGOS OF THOMPSON 
COMMON 

 THE AIMS OF  THE BRECKLAND 
FARMERS’ WILDLIFE NETWORK 

 THE SECRETS OF SCOULTON MERE 

THE BRECKLAND SOCIETY 
AND THE BRECKS FEN EDGE 
AND RIVERS PARTNERSHIP 

 
As part of the Society’s contribution to the 

Brecks Fen Edge and Rivers (BFER) landscape 

partnership, one of our members will be doing 

drone photography (stills and video) at various 

sites in the Brecks and along rivers during the 

coming months. In late July, we photographed 

West Stow Anglo-Saxon village from the air, and 

may be doing some more photography there 

later in the year. Other sites to be photographed 

include the possible sites of the Battle of 

Ringmere, and the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at 

Staunch meadow in Brandon. We also plan 

some low-level flights along various rivers, such 

as the Lark. 

The rules for flying drones have (quite rightly) 

become much tighter over recent years; even 

though he is just a ‘recreational’ flier, our pilot is 

fully insured and has completed his Civil 

Aviation Authority ‘A2’ course and examination. 

Safety trumps all other considerations! 

For images of this photography please turn to 

Page  4. 
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A BRECKLAND SOCIETY WALK AT FOULDEN COMMON  
JUNE 7th  2021 

 
It was a welcome warm and sunny day that 
greeted 18 members as they assembled at 
Foulden Common for a wildlife walk, meeting by 
kind permission of Stephen and Catkin Parker, 
who own and manage the common, at their 
residence on the edge of the common. A rare 
wildlife oasis in an otherwise intensively farmed 
part of the Brecks, the common is a SSSI and 
covers some 300 acres. It is particularly renowned 
among botanists for its assemblage of rare and 
localised plants, but our quarry on this particular 
occasion was the so-called butterfly ‘Holy Trinity’: 
Green Hairstreak, Dingy Skipper and Grizzled 
Skipper. Normally all three should be on the wing 
at this time, but this year’s unusually cool and 
damp May meant that nothing was guaranteed! 

 

Led by Society chairman James Parry, the party 
walked through some of the many varied habitats, 
including unimproved grassland, blackthorn and 
hawthorn scrub, and looked out over the sedge 
beds in the centre of the wetter areas. Birds were 
in good voice, including Garden Warbler, Blackcap 
and Yellowhammer, and some interesting plants 
were found, including Tormentil, Common 
Twayblade and types of Marsh Orchid. The warm 
conditions meant that there were many butterflies 
on the wing, including good numbers of Small 
Copper and Common Blue, when suddenly the 
iridescent emerald underwing of a Green 
Hairstreak caught our eyes as it flitted across the 
grassland in front of us – unusual, as this species 
usually hangs out in the scrubby areas. 

Green Hairstreak 

The party then moved into the edge of the sedge 
beds to look for Butterwort, an unusual 
insectivorous plant which is very restricted in its 
distribution in East Anglia. We were lucky to find 
one plant still in perfect flower, but this became 
something of a sideshow when, right next to it, 
two Grizzled Skippers appeared, one in pristine 
condition so probably very recently emerged. 
This much-declined species is only found at only 
three sites in all of Norfolk. As it that were not 
enough, a Dingy Skipper suddenly hove into 
view, giving good views alongside the Grizzleds.  
A remarkable sighting and only the third time that 
James has seen all three butterfly specialities at 
the common in one visit! 
 
 

Grizzled Skipper 

Dingy Skipper  
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THE UNDERFLOOR ARCHAEOLOGY OF OXBURGH HALL  
Part 2: A talk given by Anna Forrest, National Trust Curator   

On Tuesday 24th August, the Breckland Society were delighted to hire Oxborough Village Hall as the 
venue for their first face-to-face indoor event since the recent Covid-19 restrictions were lifted. 
Chairman James Parry welcomed 31 members to an illustrated talk entitled ‘Underfloor Archaeology’, 
given by Anna Forrest, National Trust Curator.  
 
Anna gave an extremely interesting talk on the finds discovered under the floorboards during the 
course of the recent major re-roofing project at Oxburgh Hall. Because of the intensive and intrusive 
nature of the work compared to previous projects at the Hall, items were found which had previously 
lain undetected and undisturbed, sometimes for over half a millennium. The finds give an insight into 
the lives of the Bedingfeld family, their servants and wider circle over the course of the past five 
centuries and illuminate in particular the stories around the Catholicism of the household.  A passing 
nod of thanks was given to rats who had made a nest of Tudor textiles – including fragments of a 
slashed sleeve, blackwork and linen woven in a pattern which is seen in Titian paintings. Other finds 
included paper and parchment – often in much-chewed fragments, but including an incredible treasure 
of a virtually-complete leather-bound book of The King’s Psalms dated 1568.  Another rarity was a 16th 
century scrap of notational music, a part for alto voice from a polyphonic mass. 
 
Further work is being carried out by volunteers to meticulously go through vacuum cleaner-bags full of 
debris which could not be examined in-situ, yielding even more objects.  Anna explained how 
researchers worldwide had responded to the finds and had contributed their knowledge to illuminate 
the significance of the objects both in great detail and in their wider context. The research will be 
ongoing for many years, although it is hoped that some of the major finds will be on display at Oxburgh 
Hall from 2022. 
 
Given the extraordinary nature of the objects that have been discovered, one can only wonder at and 
lament what has been lost over the course of time. 
 
The talk was followed by a Q&A session and the chance to enjoy refreshments and socialise, many 
members not having seen each other for 18 months or more. The Society is very grateful to Oxborough 
Village Hall for opportunity to hire such an appropriate venue for the talk, and enjoyed their new and 
improved facilities which have been put in place since the refurbishment last year. A donation to The 
National Trust at Oxburgh Hall will be made from the proceeds of the event. 
 
More information about the finds at Oxburgh Hall can be found in the May 2021 edition of the 
Breckland Society newsletter. 
 

A wartime chocolate box found under the floorboards 
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THE PINGOS AT THOMPSON COMMON 
There will be an opportunity for members to visit this site with Tim Holt-Wilson in March 2022. 

Thompson Common near Watton is a classic 
site for seeing periglacial ground-ice 
depressions over 10,000 years old. Known as 
pingos, these form a cluster of natural ponds 
on the Common dating back to the last Ice 
Age. Because the physical landscape here 
has been unchanged for so long it also has 
provided extraordinary habitat continuity for 
wildlife. The site is designated a Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  
 
The ponds at Thompson Common have a rich 
biodiversity, and are unusual for containing 
many rare and notable species. Some beetle 
species, such as this Hydroporus 
glabriusculus are more typically found in 
Scandinavia, suggesting they may be a relict 
population dating back to the last Ice Age. If 
so, the Common may have continuously 
provided habitat for over 10,000 years!  

A typical pingo in late spring 

The ponds on this reserve have been chosen for 
the reintroduction of the Northern Pool Frog by 
Norfolk Wildlife Trust. 

DRONE PHOTOGRAPHY 
/continued from page 1 

The village site at West Stow 
The re-created buildings include a Hall, Sunken House, 

Weaving House and Workshop. 

Lackford Lakes 
The old sand and gravel workings revealed  palaeolithic 
flint tools and fossils of ice-age animals. They are now a 
SWT reserve with an abundance of plant and wildlife. 
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THE BRECKLAND FARMERS WILDLIFE NETWORK 

Forty farming businesses are now working together to enhance biodiversity across almost 103,000 
Breckland acres in the largest landscape-scale Wildlife Network in lowland Britain. The purpose of this 
DEFRA-funded trial project is to use an evidence-based approach to land management that encourages 
wildlife to thrive and move more easily within and between farms. The Network’s participants range from 
smallholdings to enormous estates, with agricultural systems from high-yield vegetable and grain 
production to extensive livestock grazing on heathland. If the project is successful, it will be used to 
shape DEFRA’s future funding policy as EU subsidies are replaced with ‘green payments’ to farmers.   
A list of participating farms and their location is shown on the Network’s website at https://
brecklandfarmerswildlifenetwork.org/     
 

Breckland is home to 12,845 species of wildlife (UEA Biodiversity Audit, 2010) of which nearly 17%  are 
designated as rare, scarce or threatened, making them priorities for conservation. Of these species 634 
require physical disturbance of the soil to survive. Historically, rabbit grazing and the episodic cultivation 
of Breckland’s sandy heaths maintained these habitats, which can, to some extent, be recreated by strip 
ploughing, rotavating or turf stripping. Cultivated but unsown and uncropped field margins can help 
provide these disturbed conditions and are already being used through agri-environmental schemes in a 
piecemeal manner. The Wildlife Network provides the opportunity to join up these ‘cultivated margins’ 
into continuous wildlife corridors – if these were joined into a single strip they would stretch from 
Norwich to Oxford!  

Dr Rob Hawkes, from the University of East 
Anglia, who may be familiar to Breckland 
Society members as the co-author of a paper 
on ground disturbance in the inaugural volume 
of the Journal of Breckland Studies, has been 
appointed Ecologist Adviser to the Network. 
Building on his doctoral thesis, Rob has 
developed a model based on 3.5 million 
biological records collected by amateur and 
professional naturalists across Norfolk and 
Suffolk between 1980 and 2020. The model 
factors in information about climate, slope 
topography, local geology and land use to 
produce a ‘heat map’ for 78 indicator species.    

This is overlaid onto all the potential field margins 
of the farms in the Network to show where 
conservation efforts are likely to be most 
successful. 
 
Neighbouring farms are organised into groups 
that meet to discuss each other’s heat maps and 
plans so that these provide ‘joined-up 
conservation’ across the Network. They also learn 
from each other’s successes, such as increasing 
the populations of nationally declining Turtle 
Doves and Corn Buntings at Glebe Farm, 
Methwold, which are largely supported by the 
farm’s carefully managed cultivated margins.  

An uncropped field boundary 

Turtle Dove 

https://brecklandfarmerswildlifenetwork.org/
https://brecklandfarmerswildlifenetwork.org/
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Situated 4 miles east of Watton, the village of Scoulton is not strictly in the Brecks. However, its place in 
local natural history is secured by its Mere, where one of the largest breeding colonies of Black-Headed 
Gulls in this country could be found until the mid-20th century. 

SCOULTON MERE AND GULLERY 

A painting of the Gullery by Norwich School artist James William Walker (1831–1898) 

Whilst we may be aware of many large colonies of coastal breeding seabirds in the UK, this small 
agricultural parish in the heart of Norfolk gives little hint now to its former importance when the gulls 
bred in such vast numbers as to have been a vital part of the local economy for centuries. Today, the 
stylised village sign shows the former nineteenth-century local landowner, John Weyland, holding a 
basket of eggs also depicting black-headed gulls to symbolise the activity that flourished each year 
‘since time immemorial’. 

Scoulton village is briefly passed by travellers on the B1108 from Watton to Norwich who, in the 
summer months, have little or no view of a large body of water that sits behind the roadside screen of 
trees and large rhododendrons. This body of water, a wood-girdled lake known as Scoulton Mere, is 
not fed by river or stream as in the case of a ‘broad’ but is a hollow in the surface of the land, constantly 
supplied by freshwater springs. 

There are some small islands in the southeast section, but in the centre of Scoulton Mere’s 80-acre 
site is a large island known from earliest times as ‘The Hearth’. It is on this island that thousands of 
black-headed gulls (Larus ridibundus) chose to come every spring for centuries to breed and remain 
until August, raising their chicks until parents and young left to disperse to richer feeding grounds 
elsewhere in the UK, returning the following March. 

Most of the early references to Scoulton Mere gullery are not to be found in the usual history books 
but in the writings of those interested in natural history. The birds were often referred to as ‘Pewit’, ‘Puit’ 
or ‘Puet’ gulls – clearly a name sounding the same irrespective of spelling, and Sir Thomas Browne 
(whose statue stands in the Haymarket in Norwich) wrote in the seventeenth century of ‘Pewits in such 
plenty about Horsey, that they sometimes bring them in carts to Norwich, and sell them at small rates; 
and the country people make use of their eggs in puddings, and otherwise, great plenty thereof have 
bred about Scoulton Meers [sic], and from thence sent to London’. 

Many other naturalists and ornithologists such as Henry Stevenson and B.B. Riviere have written of 
the gullery and wondered at the sheer magnitude of the numbers of birds present on the ground, in the 
water and noisily filling the air. Richard Lubbock visited the Mere around 1840 and, according to 
William Dutt, was so impressed by what he saw there that he wrote of the gulls as being present in 
‘myriads’.   Broads’ naturalists such as George Christopher Davies, and Arthur Patterson who knew  
the birds as ‘Scoulton cobs’, were also fascinated by the Mere and its annual visitors.  Notably, Charles 
Dickens visited Scoulton Mere on more than one occasion and wrote knowingly about the gullery in 
1863 in All the Year Round, a weekly journal edited by Dickens. Charles Rothschild placed Scoulton 
Mere in his list for the SPNR (Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves) in 1915. 
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Dereham vicar and celebrated nineteenth-century diarist, the Reverend Benjamin Armstrong, remarked 
soon after his 1850 arrival in the town that ‘there are some few ‘lions’ which serve as recreation to our 
visitors. Among the chief are Norwich Cathedral and Castle; the ruins of Castle Acre Castle and Priory; 
Scoulton Mere the favourite resort of tens of thousands of seagulls, vast quantities of whose eggs are sold 
in London for plovers’ eggs; and Costessey Hall’. It is almost unbelievable today to think of the present 
unremarkable lake to be compared with the same fascination to attractions such as cathedrals, halls and 
castles. 

There were many other inland gulleries in Norfolk over the years, such as at Horsey and Hoveton,  
and also at Twigmoor in Yorkshire, and Ravenglass in Cumbria, but Scoulton Mere was the largest and 
famous for being the most productive of all. The presence of many thousands of gulls that descended 
upon the mere and the surrounding villages in the spring and summer, particularly around Woodrising  
and its large agricultural estate, had a major influence on the local environs and people. 

Local farmers welcomed the arrival of the many thousands of birds each February and March. The gulls 
initially frequented the fields surrounding Scoulton Mere to feed on insects and larvae that emerged with 
early spring.  By their feeding, and depositing their droppings, they enriched the soil thereby improving 
crop yields.  After the birds moved onto the Hearth central island, on 17th March precisely, according to 
ornithologist F.B. Kirkman who spent months there studying the colony in the 1930s, they would spread 
across the fields daily to feed before returning to nests, eggs and chicks, as breeding progressed. 

The ‘black-headed’ gull is a misnomer 
because the summer head plumage of the bird is 
chocolate-brown rather than black. The colourful 
red legs and beak are also distinguishing 
features. Winter plumage shows a white head 
with a single dark spot near the eye. It is also 
known generically as a ‘laughing gull’ from its 
raucous ‘kee-argh’ call that sounds like a high-
pitched laugh and is extremely noisy.  When 
many thousands congregated together the noise 
was indeed ear-piercing. The sound of the gulls 
was said to be heard up to 12 miles away from 
Scoulton Mere in the spring and summer and it 
is not surprising that local people generally 
disliked the constant noise of the ‘puits’. Some 
locals consider that the wailing of these noisy 
birds may have given the district its name of 
’Wayland’. 

After making nests, generally on the ground and close to other neighbouring parents, the usual clutch 
of three eggs would be laid over time and left daily while the adults went to feed. This is when the egg-
collectors appeared twice weekly carrying their large baskets to remove the first clutch laid and, hopefully 
for the birds, not mistakenly to remove the second three laid by the adults to replace those taken. 

The eggs were certainly delicacies for the Victorians. It was indeed the fashion to breakfast upon 
plovers’ eggs and few, if any, London folk would have been able to tell the difference between the eggs of 
a green plover (lapwing, also known – confusingly – as peewit ) and those of the black-headed gull.  

Eggs were collected by keepers, packed in cool moss-filled wooden crates and transported by road 
and later by rail to London and wherever they were required. As time went on, the demand appeared to 
outstrip the supply and the numbers of gulls coming each year to breed reduced significantly.  

Even by 1875, the Reverend Armstrong wrote in his diary that ‘Mrs. Bulwer got up a little picnic at 
Scoulton Mere.  The gulls were whirling and squealing with delight.  They do not, however, appear to be 
so numerous as they once were.  We rowed twice round the Mere.’ 

In the heyday of the gullery it is said that up to 40,000 eggs were collected in one season, though this 
seems an impossible figure – certainly for the colony to be sustained. The landowners certainly profited 
considerably throughout the centuries from the sales of the eggs and there was some, but not significant, 
local employment benefit in necessary labour for harvesting, to maintain the suitability of the nesting 
areas for the birds and to control predators.  Reeds were also harvested for thatching and maintaining 
Woodrising estate properties. 

By the middle of the twentieth century the gullery was in serious decline. Alec Bull, the renowned 
Norfolk naturalist who lived in nearby Cranworth during that period, wrote after a visit to Scoulton that he 
was ‘very disappointed to discover that the island was completely covered with alder, with just a few 
mallard visible on the water’, and that ‘at the north end of the island, the trees disappeared and were 
replaced by lush marsh grass.  On the water were between 150 and 200 black-headed gulls whilst around 
them, and around the low part of the island, dozens more wheeled and squabbled for position.’   

Collecting eggs from the Mere 
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Possible reasons behind the end of the gull egg harvest at Scoulton Mere include: 
• excessive harvesting of eggs over a long period of time, resulting in fewer adult birds returning to 

breed each year; 
• demand for eggs decreased, as a result of changes in breakfasting habits; 
• harvesting eggs became uneconomic as post-war labour costs increased, so there was less effective 

management of the nesting areas; 
• vermin flourished unchecked, resulting in increased predation of eggs and nestlings; 
• introduction of pesticides in agriculture removed much of the bird food previously naturally found in 

the surrounding area and the draining of fertilisers into the water affected water quality and the 
number of small fish available as food; 

• scrub replaced the tussock grass as natural succession took hold; trees replaced scrub and the few 
returning adult birds found fewer suitable nesting sites. 

 
Some black-headed gulls are to be seen locally, especially in winter when the adjacent water meadows 
are flooded and when the fields are cultivated, but never in the great numbers of earlier times. Change 
has also been made to its scientific genus – no longer Larus ridibundus but Chroicocephalus ridibundus. 
The gullery at Scoulton Mere has passed into history and now only fishermen inhabit this very special 
place where local and even nationally rare plants still flourish. 
 
Robena Brown 
23 August 2021 

 A NEW BOOK: THE STORY OF THE EAU BRINK CUT 

Members of the Breckland Society may be interested to know that a new book, Three Million 
Wheelbarrows – The story of the Eau Brink Cut has been published to coincide with the bicentenary 
this summer of the Cut and the first bridge over the River Great Ouse at King’s Lynn. 
  

Three Million Wheelbarrows describes events leading up to the Eau Brink Cut from 1775 to 1821. 
Landowners wanted to straighten the River Great Ouse to improve drainage and protect their crops from 
flood. The merchants of Kings Lynn Corporation feared this would create such violent currents that the 
harbour and barge transport network would be destroyed. A massive feat of negotiation by elite local 
characters and Britain’s legendary engineers was required to satisfy both factions, while the river tells of 
its resistance to human control and the impacts of our activities on the environment. 

  
Three Million Wheelbarrows may be especially interesting to local and family historians. It will also 

interest those using the river for leisure, or historians of drainage, early steam engines, engineering, 
transport, or Fenland’s Napoleonic wartime activities. Students of creative writing or the eco-humanities, 
combining history/geography with literature, ecology and the arts might also be curious. 

  
Three Million Wheelbarrows – The Story of the Eau Brink Cut by Kathleen Saunders is published by 

Mousehold Press and available from bookshops, price £9.93, or www.bitternbooks.co.uk or tel: 01603 
739635. 

The modern village sign by the  
Hemsworth Arms lay-by The boathouse by the Mere 

http://www.bitternbooks.co.uk/

